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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
The term “The Prince of Persia” was made famous by a video game franchise created by Jordan
Mechner. The original game and its first sequel were 2D platform games, but the series made the
switch to three-dimensional following the release of Prince of Persia 3D in 1999. French-based
video game company Ubisoft began developing and publishing the series in 2003 with Prince of
Persia: The Sands of Time, and so far have been the most prolific of any company in bringing out
new games in the series.
Additionally a hollywood fantasy movie called “Prince of Persia” was released in 2010 starring
Jake Gyllenhaal and Gemma Arterton. The setting is sixth century Persia. A nefarious nobleman
covets the Sands of Time, a legendary gift from the gods that allows its possessor to turn back
time. Whoever owns the Sands of Time has the power to rule the world, and this villainous lord
would use that power to enslave all of humanity. The only person capable of defeating this tyrant
and saving the world is Dastan (Gyllenhaal), a youthful prince.
However the term of Prince of Persia also has a much more historical and biblical connection
which throughout history now links directly to the country of Iran. During ancient times almost
every foreigner referred to the entire country as PERSIA until March 21, 1935, when Reza Shah
Pahlavi asked the international community to call the country Iran - a name that the people of
Persia, themselves, used to refer to their country since the Sassanian period. "Iran" means "Land
of Aryans". The name Persia is still widely used by many Iranians (pronounced: Eeh-raa-niaan)
worldwide as well as in many books, documentaries, movies.
The prophet of Ezekiel in Ezekiel 38 indicates that there would be a future military conflict that
would involve Iran and Israel which would take place during the end times and so for this weeks
edition we take a look at Iran in understanding the dynamics which are shaping the middle east
for its prophetic fulfilment.
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Author Joel C. Rosenberg has
been called a modern-day
Nostradamus. His fiction
writings have been viewed by
many as intriguing, yet eery, as
they often highlight major
world-wide events months
before they actually occur.

a second holocaust and the annihilation of Israel.

The White House fears Jerusalem will strike first,
launching a pre-emptive attack against Iran’s
nuclear facilities that could cause the entire Middle
East to go up in flames, oil prices to skyrocket, and
the global economy to collapse. With the stakes
high and few viable options left, the president of the
United States orders CIA operative David Shirazi
Don’t believe me? Consider the author’s track and his team to track down and sabotage Iran’s
record. In January 2001, Rosenberg began working nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel can launch a
on his first novel, “The Last Jihad.” The book, which devastating first strike.”
is a fictional account of a U.S. war with Iraq (yes,
this preceded the actual war that America launched Timely, no? Considering ongoing global strife and
in that region), describes the highjacking of an Iran’s role in stoking the international flamed of
airliner in an attack on America.
instability, Rosenberg appears to be delving into
subjects that are pertinent to the current political
Then, there was his second novel, “The Last Days,” landscape.
which starts by recapping the death of Yasser
Arafat (and published 13 months before the Last week, I had the opportunity to speak with
Palestinian leader perished). Call it coincidence of Rosenberg about “The Tehran Initiative” and his
divine providence, but Rosenberg definitely seems motivation for creating such impactful and unique
to have a knack for clairvoyance.
stories. It’s a known fact that Rosenberg has a
penchant for exploring End Times theology (a
Earlier this month, the communications advisor and characteristic that works its way into his writings). ”I
famed novelist released his seventh work of fiction, am intrigued with where we are in human history,
“The Tehran Initiative” (additionally, he has two non- especially as a follower of Jesus Christ and as a
fiction books under his belt). In his latest work, student of bible prophesy,” he told me.
Rosenberg creates a story that he hopes will both
entertain and educate readers. A description of the See, Rosenberg believes that we‘ve already seen
action-packed book reads:
some of the Bible’s prophesies come to fruition.
“We’ve already seen some of what Ezekiel 36 and
“The world is on the brink of disaster and the clock 37 promised - the rebirth of Israel and the Jews
is ticking. Iran has just conducted its first atomic rebuilding the ancient ruins,” he said. “This has all
weapons test. Millions of Muslims around the world happened in the last 63 years, which raises the
are convinced their messiah—known as ‘the Twelfth possibility that we’ll see more Bible prophesies in
Imam’—has just arrived on earth. Israeli leaders the near future.”
fear Tehran, under the Twelfth Imam’s spell, will
soon launch a nuclear attack that could bring about
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For Rosenberg, novels are a key tool that can help
people better imagine what the world would look like
if, indeed, these prophesies come to fruition in the
coming years. While he says that he‘s not claiming
these promised events will happen as he’s writing
them, Rosenberg hopes that his written works will
get people thinking about the events and
possibilities that surround them.

But it is this first nation — Iran — that Rosenberg
sees as a major threat to both the United States and
Israel. “The biggest danger we face as americans
right now is that Washington will miscalculate with
regards to Iran — that Washington will wait to long
to neutralize the Iranian threat,” he explained.

“Faith, to me, is the lens through which I’m watching
all these dramatic and tumultuous events —
particularly in the Middle East and North Africa,” he
said. ”The idea that Russia, Iran, Libya, Sudan and
TurkeyIend up forming an alliance in the last days
to surround, isolate and attack Israel — that type of
alliance has never existed in more than 2,500 years,
but its happening now.”

Some have said that Bush chose the wrong target
in going after Iraq rather than Iran, while others
believe that Obama has been too coddling to the
radical, Middle Eastern regime. So, I asked
Rosenberg what he thinks the Obama
administration is doing in its current handling of the
situation.

I found this comment intriguing. After all, both the
administrations of George W. Bush and Barack
Clearly, he has a firm belief in the Biblical tenets Obama have been criticized for what some see as a
that mainstream Christianity heralds as undeniable refusal to go after the Iranian government. These
truths. For Rosenberg, faith is the motivating force critiques, of course, are diverse in gauging where
that guides his overall work.
blame should be placed.

Even those who may believe that the Bible is
nothing more than a book of fables, may be, at the
least, intrigued to hear Rosenberg’s thoughts on the
days events, especially when considering what’s
happening around the globe. Iran is an ongoing
problem for the West. Libya’s future is uncertain.
And Russia, Sudan and Turkey, some say, are
poised to increase their diplomatic relations with
Iran.

“The Obama administration is miscalculating,” he
affirmed. “They are convinced that they can
negotiate with and engage the radical mullahs that
run Iran. But after three years it’s demonstrably
falseIIran has gotten closer to getting the bomb.”
While the author sees this political strategy as
problematic, he concedes that it has, at the least,
shown that appeasement and soft handling as a
diplomatic tool in dealing with Iran, doesn’t work.
”It’s useful to know,” he says. “But some of us knew
that three years ago.”
“Evil,” Rosenberg says, is at the center of his work.
“The core of my writing – particular ‘The Tehran
Initiative’ centers on the fact that misunderstanding
the nature and threat of evil is to risk being
blindsided by it,” he said. “We didn’t understand the
Japanese threat and we got hit by Pearl Harbor. We
misunderstood Hitler and Nazis and we got World
War II. We underestimated Osama bin Laden and
we got 9/11.”
Thus, misunderstanding Iran and its goals,
particularly when it comes to radical religious
adherence, is dangerous to both the United States
and the world as a whole. Rosenberg explained that
the Iranian government — like mainstream
Christianity — is driven by an End Times theology.
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I think that conservatives, generally, and Christians,
in particular, sometimes forget the power of story,”
Rosenberg said. “Sometimes fiction has a way of
capturing peoples’ imagination and drawing them
into certain truths that a speech or an op-edIsimply
cant create.”
Rosenberg went on to say that Christians have
forgotten the power of a story and that it’s something
that needs to be recovered. Fiction, he explains, has
created an environment in which he can grab
peoples’ attention about the threat of radical Islam. It
is these theories that helped lead to his latest book,
“The Tehran Initiative.”
“As an evangelical Christian, I don’t fault anyone for
having an end times theology,” he explained.
In describing the book, he says, “I think of it as a war
game to create as realistic a geopolitical environment
But, unlike the Christian understanding of the end I can. To run a war game exercise to project forward
days, he asserts that Iran’s government is driven by what could happen if an American president badly
the idea that they need to hasten the second miscalculates a threat from Iran”
coming of the Twelfth Imam — a messiah of sorts
(read more about Shia Islamic eschatology, “There’s nothing like taking people inside Iran from
including this Imam, here). Rosenberg says that the eyes of a CIA operative to suddenly be in the
Iran‘s leaders believe that annihilating Israel and the middle of all hell breaking loose,” he explained with
United States may help hasten the Imam’s arrival.
excitement.
“I have described Shia Islamic eschatology as a
photographic negative of Christian end times
theology – there are a lot of similarities but they are
completely opposite,” he explained. “Christians
believe that it’s important for people to get saved
and then Christ comes back, not murder to achieve
the same result. There’s a difference in the value of
life and death and good versus evil.”

Rosenberg hopes that the book will leave readers
“wildly entertained,” while encouraging them to
consider the implications of how horrific a world with
a nuclear-equipped Iran would be. Additionally, he
hopes that readers will consider which presidential
contenders hold the power to keep their families
safe. Lastly, he hopes that the book will cause
people to consider their own salvation — something
that’s deeply important in all of his work.

This threat, he says, may be overlooked by those
who don’t embrace a personal faith. “Too many in
our secular, modern, western world don’t
understand how deeply faith motivates people,” he
said. For those who consider themselves religious,
it may be difficult to understand how powerful faith
can be. If one can’t relate to this important dynamic,
it may be tough to fathom how death and
destruction might come as the result of an inherent
connection to a belief in a religious system.
Considering all of these hefty elements, it’s
surprising that Rosenberg would be so wedded to
telling his story through fiction. It would seem, when
exploring the content and the real-life events, that
non-fiction would be a more effective angle. But —
he makes a compelling case for story-telling.
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Babylon and destroyed it. Thus, as Babylon receded
into ancient memory, Persia stepped to the forefront
of world power.
Iran, the land of the Aryans has a long and rich
history. Some of the world's most ancient settlements
have been excavated in the Caspian region and on
the Iranian plateau. Village life began there around
4000 BC. (post Edenic era) The Aryans appeared
here about 2000BC and split into two main groups,
the Medes and the Persians. But the geographical
region that we know today as the modern state of
Iran has been dominated in history by five principle
powers. The first tribe to dominate this region was
the ancient Elamites, or the descendants of Elam.
The five contenders for pre-eminence in Iran for the
first 4000 years of its history have included besides
the Elamites, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, and
Iran is a nation that figures prominently in the news finally the Medes and Persians.
these days. After the terrorist attacks upon America,
ex US President George Bush mentioned the nation
One
of
the
most
of Iran and depicted it as being one of the notorious
controversial bible passages
members of the now infamous “axis of evil” nations.
regarding Persia is found in
Still, most people in the West know very little about
Daniel chapter ten, where
Iran, and the vast majority of American’s are
Daniel has prayed and
completely unaware of the history of the US
fasted for 21 days, then an
relationship with Iran, and the fact that the region of
Angel appears to him. The
Iran actually has had a long and significant role in
Angel comes and tells
world affairs.
Daniel that he had been
dispatched by God 21 days
While Persia has had ties deeply rooted in world
earlier (when he began his
history, the direct American-Iranian relationship only
prayer & fast) but was
commenced in the late 1930’s. Persia joined the
"withstood" by a demonic
allied forces against Germany in 1943, and thus the
force that he refers to as,
World War II Mid-east theatre provided the stage
'The Prince of Persia'. The
that began the rather brief history of the US-Iranian
prince of Persia, was the
relationship. It is a relationship that has also
angel of darkness that
undergone a complete about face since the 1970’s. represented the Persian world power, to which Israel
Within the scope of this remarkable turn in geo- was then subject. Daniel even goes on to say
political affairs in the international relationship Michael (the Archangel /one of the Chief Princes)
between Iran (Persia) and the United States are a came to help him.
host of highly significant factors relative to the
prophesied signs of the times, and imminent world He then gives Daniel the visions, and concluded by
informing Daniel that he must continue on to contend
events in these Last Days.
with another “prince of the power of the air,” 'The
It was 2540 years ago that the Old Testament Prince of Grecia' (Greece). The Greek empire was
prophet Daniel first came into contact with the another world power that would rise after Persia, but
empire of the Medes and Persians. On a fateful it points out the reality of the fact that there are
night in 536BC, while King Belshazzar and his ruling battles ensuing in the heavens over earthly events!
company partied in drunken revelry, Darius, the Every nation on earth is involved in a supernatural
King of the Medes diverted the Euphrates River and struggle, and each nation has unseen agents from
the angelic world assigned to it.
his armies entered into the fortress-palace of
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Daniel 10:10-14 And, behold, an hand touched me,
which set me upon my knees and upon the palms of
my hands. And he said unto me, O Daniel, a man
greatly beloved, understand the words that I speak
unto thee, and stand upright: for unto thee am I now
sent. And when he had spoken this word unto me, I
stood trembling.
Then said he unto me, Fear not, Daniel: for from the
first day that thou didst set thine heart to
understand, and to chasten thyself before thy God,
thy words were heard, and I am come for thy words.
But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood
me one and twenty days: but, lo, Michael, one of the
chief princes, came to help me; and I remained
there with the kings of Persia. Now I am come to
make thee understand what shall befall thy people
in the latter days: for yet the vision is for many days.
Ephesians 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh
and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
A principality is a powerful ruler, or the principal
ruler of someone in absolute authority. The word
may refer to human rulers, demonic spirits, angels
and demons in general, or any type of ruler other
than God Himself.

Daniel 10:15-21 And when he had spoken such
words unto me, I set my face toward the ground,
and I became dumb. And, behold, one like the
similitude of the sons of men touched my lips: then I
opened my mouth, and spake, and said unto him
that stood before me, O my lord, by the vision my
sorrows are turned upon me, and I have retained no
strength. For how can the servant of this my lord
talk with this my lord? for as for me, straightway
there remained no strength in me, neither is there
breath left in me.

Then there came again and touched me one like the
appearance of a man, and he strengthened me, And
said, O man greatly beloved, fear not: peace be unto
thee, be strong, yea, be strong. And when he had
spoken unto me, I was strengthened, and said, Let
my lord speak; for thou hast strengthened me. Then
said he, Knowest thou wherefore I come unto thee?
and now will I return to fight with the prince of Persia:
and when I am gone forth, lo, the prince of Grecia
shall come. But I will shew thee that which is noted in
the scripture of truth: and there is none that holdeth
with me in these things, but Michael your prince.

So, Iran, or Persia, has been in the center of an
unseen warfare from ancient times. Daniel, being
highly favored of God was privileged to have God
pull back the curtain of history and time and briefly
expose Daniel to the wars that continue in Heaven,
and that affect events on the Earth. Daniel prayed for
Divine insight into the meaning of some prophecies
God gave him about the future of his people Israel.
Daniel’s vision reveals the fact that there are mighty
fallen angels called demons that influence earthly
leaders. And under God's permission, they even
control them. The true "Prince of Persia" was able to
hinder God’s archangel Gabriel. It was only with the
help of the archangel Michael that Gabriel was able
to subdue his hindrances. Second, the archangel
Michael is said to be the special guardian angel of
Daniel and the Israeli people. As it is written, Daniel
12:1 And at that time shall Michael stand up, the
great prince which standeth for the children of thy
people: and there shall be a time of trouble, such as
never was since there was a nation even to that
same time:
This does not mean that everything that Israel today
does we condone. However we still observe that
there is an eternal Abrahamic covenant which
applies to the nation today and because of this the
nation still has a prophesied role during the end
times.
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Dalton Lifsey is one of the of greatest researchers of recent times on the
middle east and bible prophecy. He oversees the Tauranga House of
Prayer Missions Base in Tauranga New Zealand. He is the author of the
book “The Controversy of Zion and the Time of Jacob’s Trouble: The Final
Suffering and Salvation of the Jewish People”
“ We stand at a critical historical juncture. An unprecedented conflict over
the issue of Israel is mounting on the horizon. Join the growing company of
blood-bought believers in the nations who are seeking to rightly understand
and faithfully proclaim this important message of "The Controversy of Zion
and the Time of Jacob's Trouble."
In September 2011 he wrote an article that was though provoking in challenging Christians to assess their
view of the modern day state of Israel.
One of the primary reasons that I wrote “The Controversy of Zion and the Time of Jacob’s Trouble” was to
address the rampant confusion in the Body of Christ pertaining to the question of the future of the Land of
Israel; particularly among those who identify themselves as Pro-Israel.
With issues like the Land of Israel, the Jewish people, and the city of Jerusalem becoming increasingly
contentious in the nations and increasingly divisive in the Church I felt it was important to present the
Biblical alternative to the general consensus.
Many Christians believe that since God has ordained the reestablishment of the State in 1948, the return
of millions of Jews to the Land, and the possession of Jerusalem in 1967, Israel’s darkest days are behind
us. They believe that while the State of Israel will be buffeted, attacked, and bruised, it will never be
trodden down, scourged, or shattered. And while they anticipate a very small number of Israelis to relocate
to other nations in the coming days because of the volatility produced by the mounting political conflict,
they reject the idea that the population now residing in the Land will suffer future expulsion and flight. They
cite passages like Amos 9:11-15 saying that the Jewish people “will never be uprooted again.” With the
atrocity of the Nazi Holocaust behind them and the Israeli mantra “Never Again!” on their lips, they rest
assured that while there will be trouble and turbulence ahead, the greatest season of Jewish suffering is in
the past.
But this simply does not square with Scripture.
Below is an excerpt from Chapter 8 of the book explaining why “the time of Jacob’s trouble” (Jer. 30:7;
Dan. 12:1-4; Mt. 24:15-22) presupposes Jewish presence on Jewish soil and why this is important.
The Scriptures emphatically declare that a large-scale return of Jews to the Land of Israel (as we’ve
witnessed over the past century) is a providential prerequisite that makes possible a yet future time of
“trouble,” “trampling,” “shattering,” “flight,” “sifting,” “desolation,” “devastation,” “scattering,” “captivity,”
“exile,” and “judgment.” And all of this, of scriptural necessity, must have its inception “in the Land” of Israel
itself.
According to Scripture, great trouble will befall the Jewish people be- fore they can once and for all rest in
their Land free from the threat of future expulsion (as was promised in Amos 9:11-15), such devastating
trouble that two-thirds of the Jewish population will not survive:
“In the whole Land, declares the lord, two thirds shall be cut off and perish, and one third shall be left
alive. And I will put this third into the fire, and refine them as one refines silver, and test them as gold is
tested. They will call upon my name, and I will answer them. I will say, ‘They are my people’; and they will
say, ‘The lord is my God.’” (Zechariah 13:8-9)
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This prophecy of Israel’s final hour of attrition presupposes Jewish presence on Jewish soil “in the Land” of
Israel. This is no minor insignificant detail. It suggests that the present return to the Land in unbelief and
covenantal infidelity is occurring under the ominous shadow of a yet future dispersion as a result of this
future “time of Jacob’s trouble” when “the vengeance of the Covenant” will be satisfied on the same soil
upon which it was kindled so long ago, resulting in a swift “flight” from Jerusalem,[16] the proverbial “eye”
of the coming storm.
Just years before the rise of Adolph Hitler, Messianic Jew David Baron (1855-1926) prophesied about a
preliminary return to the Land that would (and did) serve as the necessary prerequisite to “the time of
Jacob’s trouble:”
“In one sense, ‘the time of Jacob’s trouble’ may be only a summing up, a culmination, of all [Jewish
suffering] that has preceded: but it is clear that there is a time of purging by fiery judgment awaiting Israel
after the return to their Land, which will immediately precede their national con- version and the revelation
to them of the Messiah, whom, as a nation, they have so long rejected.”
And in another place:
“Again after the restoration of a representative remnant in unbelief at the end of the long parenthetical
period [of the Diaspora that began in AD 70]IGod’s national deal- ings with them shall be resumed, and
His long controversy with them as a nation on account of their great sin finally settled on the same soil
where it originated.”
Baron was simply repeating what the Old Testament prophets had
copiously repeated with certainty: in proximity to the Age-ending “Day of
the Lord,” the Jews will regain possession of their ancient Land setting
the context for one final hour of national purging[20] as they are
“shattered” within the Land and “sifted” among the nations. Baron wrote
this just decades before the State was established.
Israel will be, according to prophecies in both Old and New Testaments,
the epicenter of the most horrific and unimaginable violence the earth has
ever seen.
With all this in view, my prayer in this season of relative calm before the
great storm is that pro-Israel Christians would realize that being pro-Israel
is not enough. Why? Because reducing the Biblical mandate to stand with
Israel to a mere political agenda will not serve the Church or the Jewish
people when the violence of the “time of Jacob’s trouble” begins.
This book “The Controversy of Zion and the Time of Jacobs Trouble” is centered around the relationship
between ethnic Israel and biblical eschatology. For at the heart of biblical eschatology is what Isaiah
referred to as "the controversy of Zion" (Isaiah 34:8) and what Jeremiah termed "the time of Jacob's
trouble" (Jeremiah 30:7). The "controversy of Zion" refers to the historical continuum of spiritual and
natural conflict over the city of Jerusalem; the past, present and future Land of Israel; and the Jewish
people whose ancient history and prophetic destiny are inextricably connected. The "time of Jacob's
trouble" refers to the Age-ending suffering of the Jewish people and the glorious restoration that follows. It
is this time of "trouble" that lays the ancient contention and controversy to rest through the "restoration of
the Kingdom to Israel" and the decisive once-and-for-all "judgment of the nations" who take part in the
"final" assault on the people and the Land of Israel.
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Hannity: Well this is the key. Its interesting because I
brought this up in great specificity – I went through
this whole issue yesterday – and you know in one
sense I feel terrible for Israel which is out there alone
by itself half the time. And they’ve been literally -Sean Hannity: Now we went through in some poor Prime Minister Netanyahu gets, you know, cast
specificity and some detail what was going on with aside when he goes to visit his closest ally, the
the President of the United States and now that we President of the United States in the White House.
have Iran basically trying to execute a maneuver to
execute people on American soil and this followed Then he’s on a plane and he’s coming over to the
up by this threat by Iran to go forward with putting U.S. The U.S. had promised Israel it wouldn’t never
ships off our coast. So the question is why do they ask for a return to the ’67 borders, and on his way to
feel so emboldened? Why do they feel that this the country meaning a visit to the U.S. and
Washington he gets sandbagged with that. Now here
okay that they can get away with this?
it is a real and present danger to the entire world and
Anyway a friend of mine is on our Newsmaker Line we are told that it could be months and they will have
– it’s Joel Rosenberg. He’s a former aide to Israeli nuclear weapons. What is the President going to do,
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. He’s a New or is Israel going to have to act alone here?
York Times best-seller, a terrific writer. What scares
me when I read his books is how accurate they are, Rosenberg: Well, this is why I actually wrote this
novel, The Tehran Initiative, because what it does is
based in reality that they are. He’s got a new book,
The Tehran Initiative, which is going to be released it tries to capture people’s imagination by fiction -- in
on Tuesday which represents his seventh novel. a way that many people are not paying attention -- to
just how real this threat can be. What’s odd about
Joel, welcome back. How are you?
this novel is several things.
Rosenberg: Doing well. Good to be with you Sean.
First, it does imagine an American President putting
Hannity: So here we got an alleged plot – we’ve got enormous – and undue -- pressure on the Israelis not
Iranian forces trying to enlist a used car salesman to hit Iran’s nuclear facilities even as Israel faces a
and a Mexican drug gang to plan to kill Saudi Second Holocaust. But actually it begins this new,
Arabia’s U.S. ambassador as he dined at a this Tehran Initiative begins with an Iranian terror cell
Washington restaurant, and the question is what is in the United States targeting and actually
unleashing an attack in New York, not Washington,
Obama going to do?
against the President of the United States, the
Rosenberg: Well, so far, nothing. At this point the President of Egypt and the Prime Minister of Israel.
Iranians declared war on the United States in 1979,
declared war on Israel in 1979. Iran has been killing That’s how the book opens. Now, thank God for our
Americans and Israelis in Lebanon, in Saudi Arabia, FBI, for the DEA and our other intelligence forces
in Afghanistan, in Iraq and now they were planning that stopped this most recent plot. But this is showing
to bring their terrorist attack inside the United the brazen audacity of the Iranian Government. They
States, in our nation’s capital, which is where I live have no fear of this President, of this Government.
so I’m particularly concerned with that.
Hannity: That was my point yesterday
And yet Iran has never paid a price, a decisive
price. And that is the question now: Is this President Rosenberg: And they smell blood in the water.
– does he have a clear and specific and decisive Remember Sean, you and I have talked about it over
plan to stop the Iranian nuclear and terrorism threat, the years -- Prime Minister Netanyahu knows this -or does one of the Republican candidates have they are not driven by normal radicalism. They are
such a plan, because right now the Iranians have no certainly radical, but they are driven by a Shia
fear of us, no sense that we that we would contain Islamic End Times theology that believes that it is
them, much less bring a regime change and
overthrow them.
SEAN HANNITY RADIO INTERVIEW
WITH JOEL C. ROSENBERG
Topic: Iran threat and The Tehran Initiative
October 14, 2011
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Hannity: They believe we are predestined to sacrifice their lives in the process this belief system
implode, and they are predestined to rise to power that virgins await them is real. It seems that people
and have this caliphate.
still to this day are having a hard time wrapping their
arms around the concept that modern day evil and a
Rosenberg: Exactly – and so what I try to do desire for a modern day Holocaust exists.
fictionally in The Tehran Initiative is portray how do
you play this thing out. In a sense, this novel is a Rosenberg: That’s right Sean, and I remember back
war game looking at current conditions and saying, to that first -- it was November 2002 when you had
“What if the United States doesn’t do anything? me on. It was the first interview I ever had, for the
What if the world powers do not take decisive action novel, The Last Jihad, which put readers in the
to neutralize the Iranian threat? What would Israel cockpit of a jet plane hijacked by radical Islamic
do? Would they launch a pre-emptive military terrorists, coming in on a kamikaze attack mission
strike?”
into an American city. Now I had written it nine
months before 9/11, and I remember you and I
Right now in the novel, fictionally. the United States talking about it the fact that you and I had been on a
President sends a senior U.S. official to Israel to Lear Jet actually when you were working on a book
pressure Israel not to [strike Iran]. And what did we of yours, and just talking about, “Is that possible that
see happen just a few weeks ago? President someone could hijack a jet and do this?” And
Obama sends Secretary of Defense Panetta to obviously that’s what happened. I’m not saying that I
Israel not to even consider a pre-emptive military got it right some how prophetically. But the point is
strike against Iran. Look, you don’t want war. I don’t we could extrapolate out what these radicals are
want war. No one in your audience wants war. But saying and the threats they are making and imagine
we are getting dangerously close to the point where what they could do if given the chance. And that’s
there is no deterrent seen by the Iranians, up to and what I’m trying to do with The Tehran Initiative and
including their feeling that they could attack inside other novels, because we have to understand that to
the American capital with impunity.
misunderstand the nature and threat of evil is to risk
being blindsided by it. And I think that is the central
Hannity: You know, let me ask you this because I’ve challenge of our time right now. We have an
known you many, many years now, and we’ve Administration right now that is making mistakes on
become friends over the years. Look, you really so many fronts that its hard to add them all up. But
take current events and you put it into novel form -- probably the most severe, ultimately, would be to
this goes back I think your first novel was, The Last allow Iran to get nuclear weapons and the ballistic
Jihad.
missiles to deliver them and the terrorist forces to
give some of those warheads to and suddenly get hit
Rosenberg: It was, and it was on your show when I -- not by something as catastrophic as 9/11, but
launched that.
something exponentially worse. And yet we neither
have an administration that is dealing with a clear,
Hannity: Okay, and I’ve read a lot of your books -- decisive, specific plan to neutralize Iran, and right
I’m a little bit behind -- and you’ve gone through a now its time to tell the Republican candidates that
series of scenarios in studying the Middle East and the economy is a critical issue, it’s the top issue, but
understanding jihad has been your study for a you have to have a plan to deal with Iran. I think it
couple of decades. You talk about The Ezekiel should be asked in debates. It should be asked by
Option and leading up to The Twelfth Imam and reporters. And you and others can press these guys,
now The Tehran Initiative, and so it seems to me because they’ve got some bold economic plans on
the world doesn’t understand what you do, what the table, some more than others, but I’m not hearing
Benjamin Netanyahu knows, what I know and a few right now how to deal with Iran.
others -- what George Bush, I think, knew and that
is the threat of radical Islam and radical Islamists is Hannity: Is there anybody you support for President,
real. The desire to destroy at any costs is real. The for example I mean Rick Santorum has never been
desire for world domination is real. And their stronger than when he talks about national security
issues.
willingness to
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Rosenberg: Nobody in the field understands the
Iranian threat and the threat of the Shia eschatology
or End Times theology of the Twelfth Imam better
than Rick Santorum.

And if they believe it, and they get the weapons to
fulfill their apocalyptic genocidal nightmare scenario,
they will take it. And we have to stop Iran prior to
them acquiring these weapons or we are going to
face a nightmare scenario of biblical proportions.

Hannity: Explain the Twelfth Imam, because most
people don’t understand it, because Ahmadinejad Hannity: Biblically speaking they talk a lot about End
Times. You’ll hear about “wars and rumors of wars”
believes this himself.
and earthquakes and diverse places and that kind of
Rosenberg: That’s right. Both the Ayatollah stuff. Since the Apostles walked the earth they
Khamenei -- the Supreme Leader -- and [President] thought we were in the End Times. But that hour
Ahmadinejad are not just Shia Muslims. They are nobody knows but the Father. I’ve only got about 20
also known as “Twelvers.” They believe that the end secondsI.
of the world has come. They believe that the Twelfth
Imam, or the Madi -- this so-called Islamic Messiah - Rosenberg: That’s exactly right. I’m an evangelical
- is coming at any moment. And third they believe Christian and I believe we are living in the “last
the way to hasten or accelerate the coming of the days,” according to the Scriptures. The difference is
Twelfth Imam is to annihilate two countries – Israel, the Iranian [leadership] believes you are supposed to
which they called the “Little Satan”; and the United kill tens of millions of people to bring about the
States, which they call the “Great Satan.” Now, I’ve Messiah. Jesus told us to share the Gospel and try to
put up a number of quotes directly by Khamenei save and tens of millions of people and then He
and Ahmadinejad on my blog today at would come and that’s the difference we face.
www.joelrosenberg.com so people can see that
Hannity: I gotta run, and we are friends, and I don’t
they are being clear.
want you to take this the wrong way, but your novels
Hannity: What about the recent rift that is being scare the crap out of me! You know that? I can’t put
them down when I start reading them. So Joel
reported between the two. Do you believe it?
Rosenberg, his new book out Monday, The Tehran
Rosenberg: Yes, I believe it. But you know you have Initiative. Joel, thanks being with us, I appreciate it.
political squabbles between leaders all the time.
What unites them is this End Times theology. Now, Rosenberg: Thank you, Sean.
in the end Khamenei is much more powerful than
Ahmadinejad, so you could see a scenario where
he removes Ahmadinejad. But look, he didn’t in
2009 when he had the chance to rig the elections.
Hannity: Does Khamenei think the Twelfth Imam is
here?
Rosenberg: It’s interesting. We are not clear about
that, but last summer he said he had met personally
with the Twelfth Imam. Now, in my novel, I have a
scenario like that where he has a sort of dream of
the Twelfth Imam. But this may have been different.
He may be claiming that he had a personal meeting
with someone that is here and emerging and is
ready to go public. He did say in July of last year
that he is the official representative of the Twelfth
Imam on earth, which tells us one specific thing. It
tells us not that this End Times theology is true. I’m
an evangelical Christian. I don’t believe its true. But
they believe it.
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THE COMING OF THE ISLAMIC MESSIAH
It is no secret that ongoing information from the Iranian government shows that they see the current unrest
in the Middle East as a signal that the Mahdi–or Islamic messiah–is about to appear.
Earlier this year CBN News obtained a never-before-seen video produced by the Iranian regime that says
all the signs are moving into place — and that Iran will soon help usher in the end times.
While the revolutionary movements gripping the Middle East have created uncertainty throughout the
region, the video below shows that the Iranian regime believes the chaos is divine proof that their ultimate
victory is at hand. The propaganda footage has reportedly been approved at the highest levels of the
Iranian government. It’s called The Coming is Near and it describes current events in the Middle East as a
prelude to the arrival of the mythical tweflth Imam or Mahdi — the messiah figure who Islamic scriptures
say will lead the armies of Islam to victory over all non-Muslims in the last days.

Click the video above to play
If the video above does not play then click the following URL below
http://www.globalreport2010.com/globalwatch04nov11support.htm

“This video has been produced by a group called the Conductors of the Coming, in connection with the
Basiji — the Iranian paramilitary force, and in collaboration with the Iranian president’s office,” said Reza
Kahlil, a former member of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards who shared the video with CBN News. Kahlili,
author of the book, A Time to Betray, worked as a double agent for the CIA inside the Iranian regime.
“Just a few weeks ago, Ahmadenijad’s office screened this movie with much excitement for the clerics,”
Kahlili told CBN News. “The target audience is Muslims in the Middle East and around the world.”
The video claims that Iran is destined to rise as a great power in the last days to help defeat America and
Israel and usher in the return of the Mahdi. And it makes clear the Iranians believe that time is fast
approaching. The Hadith have clearly described the events and the various transformations of countries in
the Middle East and also that of Iran in the age of the coming,” said a narrator, who went on to say that
America’s invasion of Iraq was foretold by Islamic scripture–and that the Mahdi will one day soon rule the
world from Iraq.
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THE COMING OF THE ISLAMIC MESSIAH
The ongoing upheavals in other Middle Eastern countries like Libya, Yemen and Egypt–including the rise
of the Muslim Brotherood — are also analyzed as prophetic signs that the Mahdi is near — so is the
current poor health of the king of Saudi Arabia, an Iranian rival.
“Isn’t the presence of Abdullah, his illness, and his uncertain condition, great news for those anxious for
the coming?” asks the narrator.
Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Khameini, and Hassan Nasrallah, leader of Iran’s terrorist proxy
Hezbollah, are hailed as pivotal end times players, whose rise was predicted in Islamic scriptures. The
same goes for Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahmadenijad, who the video says will conquer Jerusalem prior
to the Mahdi’s coming.

“I think it’s a very grave development,” Mideast expert Joel Rosenberg, author of The Twelfth Imam, told
CBN News, “because it gives you a window into the thinking of the Iranian leadership: that they believe the
time for war with Israel may be even sooner than others had imagined.”
Kahlili says The Coming is Near will soon be distributed by the Iranian regime throughout the Middle East.
He explained that their goal is to instigate further uprisings in Arab countries.
What is interesting about this whole thing is that, NOT only has it been spoken of in the Koran, but it has
also been prophesised in the Bible too. Both talk about the end of this age with the introduction of a new
‘Messiah’. Albeit, from VERY different perspectives.
In Islam the Mahdi or “Guided One” is the prophesied redeemer of Islam who will stay on earth seven,
nine, or nineteen years (depending on the interpretation) before the coming of the day, Yaum al-Qiyamah
(literally “Day of the Resurrection” or “Day of the Standing”). Muslims believe the Mahdi will rid the world of
error (non-muslim thinking), injustice and tyranny alongside Jesus. The concept of Mahdi is not explicitly
mentioned in the Qu’ran, but there are many Hadith (traditional sayings of Muhammad) on the Mahdi.
The idea of the Mahdi has been described as important to Sufi Muslims, and a “powerful and central
religious idea” for Shia Muslims who believe the Mahdi is the Twelfth Imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, who will
return from his present state of “hiding”. It has gained a strong hold on the imagination of many Muslims
worldwide .
Common Sunni and Shia beliefs
1. The Mahdi will be a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad of the line of Fatima
2. He will bear the name Muhammad
3. He will rule for either seven, nine or nineteen years
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THE COMING OF THE ISLAMIC MESSIAH
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behind this “Common Europe” movement. For example, said Romano Prodi, EU Commission President in
December
2001: with Jesus as a lesser prophet.
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“ISigns
am sure
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Euro will oblige us to introduce a new set of economic policy instruments. It is politically
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impossible to propose that now. But some day there will be a crisis and new instruments will be created.”
Among the most commonly reported signs of the advent of the Madhdi in Shia hadith are
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(rather than the current EU membership of 27, which never did fit the “10 king” prototype of
foreigners.
Scripture). It remains conjecture.
5. A caller will call out from heaven.
Though we cannot draw any firm conclusions about the future steps to the final “10 king coalition”, this one
observation
true: Huge
geopolitical
are very possible during this current
6. There willisbecertainly
a great conflict
in theand
landrapid
of Syria
until it is changes
destroyed.
period of global upheaval and economic instabilities.
7. Death and fear will afflict the people of Baghdad and Iraq. A fire will apppear in the sky and a redness
will cover them.
Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has suggested that ‘Jesus would return to the world along with
the emergence of the descendant of the Islam’s holy prophet, Imam Mahdi’. It is well known that
Ahmadinejad sees himself as the chosen one to bring forth the 12th Imam, to ‘pave the path for the
glorious reappearance of Imam Mahdi’. The suggestion that Jesus and the 12th Imam would return to
earth at the same time is something new and quite disturbing.
Ahmadinejad sees Jesus and Mahdi working together to ‘wipe away every tinge of oppression, pain and
agony from the face of the world’. The Mahdi ‘will reign on earth for seven years before bringing about a
final judgment and the end of the world’. Sound familiar?
When the Imam emerges he will enlighten people by discussing religion and when people become totally
aware of the nature of religion, their conscience would not permit them to reject what is right. Those who
obstinately refuse to accept religion will have the sword of the Imam will decisively come down on their
neck.” (beheaded!) So, non-believers in Islam, whether Jews, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, Atheists who
don’t accept the Muslim religion shall be beheaded? After much “discussion” of course!
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Comparing the Biblical Prophecy With Islamic Prophecy
The antichrist will be an unparalleled leader in ability to speak
and lead

The Imam Al Madhi will be an unparalleled leader in ability to
speak and lead

The False Prophet will support the antichrist in deceiving the
world into accepting and following the Antichrist.

A “Muslim Jesus” will “return” and support the Imam Al Madhi in
getting the world to accept the Imam Al Madhi and follow him.

The Antichrist and the False Prophet will have a powerful
army that will do great damage to the Earth in order to subdue
it and follow them.

The Imam Al Madhi and the Muslim “Jesus” will have a powerful army that will do great damage to the Earth in order to subdue it and cause everyone to follow them

The False Prophet is described as a Dragon in Lamb’s clothing

The Muslim “Jesus” will come bearing the name that the world
knows as the Lamb of God and yet teach Islam.

The Antichrist and the False Prophet establish a New World
Order

The Imam Al Madhi and the Muslim “Jesus” establish a New
World Order

The Antichrist is said to “change the times”.

The Imam Al Madhi almost certainly will adopt use of the Islamic calendar for use worldwide, hence changing the times. It
is a 12 month calendar of 30 days each with Muslims names.

The Antichrist and False Prophet will adopt a universal and
mandatory religion

The Imam Al Madhi and the Muslim “Jesus” will institute Islam
as the only acceptable religion.

The Antichrist and False prophet will execute by beheading
anyone who does not accept their religion

The Imam Al Madhi and the Muslim “Jesus” will execute by beheading anyone who does not accept Islam. Beheading has
been the official method of execution for Islam since the days of
Mohammed and still is to this very day.

The Antichrist will have a specific agenda to kill as many Jews
as possible.

The Imam Al Madhi and the Muslim “Jesus” will have an order
from God to root out and kill all Jews.

The Antichrist and False Prophet will attack and conquer Jerusalem. Interestingly enough all of the nations the Bible mentions as coming to attack Israel and Jerusalem (In Ezekiel) are
currently Muslim nations

The Imam Al Madhi and Muslim “Jesus” will attack and conquer
Jerusalem in the name of Islam

The Antichrist will set himself up in the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem as his seat of authority.

The Imam Al Madhi will establish the Islamic Caliphate from
Jerusalem. The Caliphate is a religious and political leader of all
Islam and all Muslims. With the whole world having to accept
Islam he will in effect be a world ruler from Jerusalem

.The Antichrist will perform many miracles in order to deceive
many into following him.

The Imam Al Madhi will also be able to perform many miracles.

The Antichrist will make a peace treaty with Israel for 7 years.

The Imam Al Madhi will make a peace treaty with Israel for 7
years.

Jesus at his second coming will defend Jerusalem and Israel
from an attack by a coalition of nations led by the Antichrist
and the False Prophet.

Warns that the Dajjal, the Muslim Antichrist, will appear and fool
Jews into thinking
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
For additional support material to complement this edition of the Global
Watch Weekly report please see the following four videos below.

Support Video 1: Glen Beck on the Coming of the Al Madhi
Support Video 2: Joel Rosenberg on the 700 Club
Support Video 3: Christian World News
Support Video 4: The Tehran Initiative
If the links above do not work then click the following URL Below

http://www.globalreport2010.com/globalwatch04nov11support.htm
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